ROYAL COMMISSION TENTATIVE FINDINGS - RESPONSE BY T.B.KRIEG. B.A. DIP ED.
I congratulate Premier Jay Weatherill for setting up this Royal Commission. It is long overdue. James

Lovelock [Gaia] noted in 2007 when in Adelaide for the Festival of Ideas, that "It doesn't make sense
that Australia isn't already nuclear." I congratulate commissioner Kevin Scarce and his team on the
thoroughness of their research into the expansion of the nuclear industry in South Australia and

their well reasoned and clearly stated tentative findings. I applaud and endorse the emphasis and
obvious recommendation of developing an international high level nuclear waste repository. This is
the obvious first step to take in any expansion of the nuclear fuel cycle in South Australia.
However,the less encouraging findings about nuclear power generation, conversion, recycling, fuel
assembly manufacture etc. do concern me. Overall, the report is rather conservative and lacking in
real vision [see later] for South Australia's nuclear future. Given our world's largest uranium reserves
and our world's best high level nuclear waste disposal site, the development of most, preferably all
of the nuclear fuel cycle in SA over the next 30 - 40 years and its certain very positive impact on the
SA economy needs to be strongly stated in the final report. My comments are as follows.

THE ENERGY FUTURE.
On Paris COP21, many environmental groups and the Greens, are disgusted with the "agreement"
and James Hansen, the global warming "godfather," called the conference and the result, a "fraud."

Bjorn Lomborg noted that it would be extremely costly and do little to rein in global warming. At
Copenhagen four years ago it was stated that there would definitely be binding greenhouse
emissions reductions on all countries in 2015 [Paris], In fact, the leaders signed up to: [1] voluntary
emissions limits with no enforceable mechanisms. [2] Voluntary progress reviews. [3] Voluntary

contributions to a trillion dollar green climate fund. Nothing is binding except each country must
resubmit its voluntary national goal every five years and even that doesn't apply to G77 developing
nations. Any way you look at it, Paris COP21 was an abject failure. Decarbonisation of the world's

electricity will occur way beyond the end of this century, if ever.
What has been the world's response to the global warming threat? Over the past 20 years, the world

has spent $367billion on subsidies for the renewables [sun and wind] for a return of 2.8% of its
electricity and no measurable greenhouse emissions reductions. The renewables have been an

expensive and wasteful folly. South Australia has fallen victim of them and has become too
dependent on them. Spain, France, Denmark, the US, Canada have reduced or stopped subsidies for

them. Denmark has stopped building wind farms and closed five turbine manufacturing plants in
2010 and laid off 3000 workers. The International Energy Agency has forecast the renewables as
contributing just 2.4% of the world's primary energy by 2040. Yet in Australia we still have
outrageous, exaggerated claims by renewahles advocates that they are capable of delivering 1QQ%
of our electricity needs. The only way the world, including Australia will decarbonise before the end
of the century will be to engage in a worldwide push for the urgent replacement of the fossil fuels,
especially coal, with nuclear power. It's the only base load generating source capable of achieving

that goal. And that option is true for Australia as well. In view of the total inadequacy of the
renewabtes to provide base load electricity. South Australia should terminate further develQpment
of the renewables [ honour contracts already signed of course], and expedite the inclusion of nuclear
power in our energy mix. [see later]

FURTHER PROCESSING AND MANUFACTURE.

POINT 32. There would appear to be NO "uncertainty around the future growth of nuclear power
generation." As of April 2015, according to the World Nuclear Association newsletter, currently
there are 32 countries continuing to generate 12% of the world's electricity in 436 reactors. They
and 17 other countries are at present building 70 reactors. 174 reactors have been firmly planned
and 301 proposed for the future. The world is going increasingly nuclear and at pace.

ELECTRICFTY GENERATION
POINT 53. I believe, off grid nuclear power will be viable despite your assessment of" low demand
even assuming optimistic growth of mining." I see Olympic Dam, Prominent Hill, Carapateena and

Iron Road [it will require 250Mwe for its operation on central Eyre Peninsula], as all potential future
candidates for off grid Small Modular Reactors [SMR's].
Point 55 [b]. It's almost certain that renewables "could not be adequately supported by cost
effective storage at scale." Large scale storage is not likely to be commercial even in the distant
future.

POINT 58. In SA's case, I believe it IS a "simple choice between nuclear and renewables" We are
already too dependent on the renewables [wind]. Future generation in SA should be nuclear and any
replacement generation, eg at Port Augusta, should be nuclear. The suggestion of solar thermal to
replace coal at Port Augusta is another example of ill-informed protagonists promoting another
wasteful and inadequate technology. Renewables always need back up which means we have to
invest in another technology to be on standby when the wind stops blowing and the sun doesn't

shine. Economically, that's just plain irresponsible. Why not have one technology [nuclear] which can
deliver base load power 24/7?
MANAGEMENT, STORAGE AND DISPOSAL OF WASTE,.
I endorse, as stated, the establishment of an international high level nuclear waste repository in

South Australia.
POINT 78[a]. The Gawler Craton, geologically similar to the sites in Sweden and Finland, is NOT the
best site in SA. The best site lies in the old [ Late Proterozoic-Early Palaeozoic], essentially flat tying,
fine grained sedimentary rocks and five kilometres thick of the neighbouring geological unit, the
Officer Basin. This was the gecilogical province [the WA part] investigated by Pangea Resources on
behalf of the International Atomic Energy Agency in the late 90's. Oak Valley Aboriginal Community
is the only population centre in the South Australian section of the Officer Basin. Your final report
should nominate unequivocally the Officer Basin [it's already known by the IAEA as the best site on
the planet] as the site for the waste repository. A strong recommendation for EARLY engagement

and negotiations with the Oak Valley Aboriginal Community is essential.
POINT 89. The "anticipated long lead times involved in their development and construction" could
and should be shortened significantly. Australia is in a very strong bargaining position with the World
Nuclear Association and member countries. Australia will be the largest supplier of nuclear fuel

feedstock, or fuel assemblies [once we're intQ fuel manufacturing] to the world uranium market.
Within a decade or so BHP Billiton, despite current very serious problems, will eventually increase

it's uranium production at Olympic Dam probably 3 or 4 fold. With that and offering the world a long
overdue waste site, we are in a very strong position to expedite the waste repository, [see later].

FUEL LEASING
POINT 100. The development of international partnerships to establish SA facilities for conversion,

enrichment and fabrication should be little more than a formality bearing in mind my comment in
POINT 89.1 forsee countries falling over themselves to become involved with the world's biggest
Uranium supplier and the one able to dispose of their waste for them. Much of their waste will have
been generated by them using Australian uranium.

SOCIAL AND COMMUNIT/ CONSENT AND HERITAGE AND RESPECTING RIGHTS.
I agree with your findings and suggestions completely. It should be noted however that
environmental and Green groups still have great influence in developing community attitudes
towards the nuclear industry. They have been guilty, and still are, of trading in misinformation, half
truths and often downright lies about the nuclear industry. They are unlikely to ever change their
stance. They are implacably opposed to anything nuclear. This is despite some prominent
international figures who have converted from an anti to a pro nuclear position. James Lovelock

[Gaia] and Patrick Moore [a founding Chair ofGreenpeace] have distanced themselves from these
groups and have been calling for a rapid increase [now occurring] in nuclear power generation to
address the global warming problem. According to Moore, the Greens, by their opposition to nuclear
power have forced countries to rely on fossil fuels, especially coal for their electricity supplies,
thereby doing more than any other group to cause the greenhouse emissions problem the world
apparently faces. They should be hanging their heads in shame. Meanwhile, in any future discussion
leading to ultimate legislation for nuclear, the rest of us will need to ignore them. Bipartisanship
from Labor and the Coalition is all that we need. The Greens need and deserve to be sidelined.
They've been dictating energy policy for far too long.

RISKS AND CHALLENGES
Radiation Risks:
POINT 119. SPOT ON. "The dangers of radiation have always been ludicrously exaggerated." So
wrote Professor Paul Davies in the Advertiser, August 1998, during the debate about whether or not
SA should develop a nuclear waste repository.
Non Proliferation and Security. Totally agree.

TRANSPORT POINTS-133-138. Totally agree.
Regulatory Oversight - POINTS 139 -145
We need an early regulatory regime for all aspects of the full nuclear fuel cycle to be put in place[see
later]. Your recommendations should include this, following your strong recommendation that the

political parties [Coalition and Labor] reach a bipartisan position in support of expanding the nuclear
industry in SA urgently.

NB. We discussed much of the nuclear issue, though not through a Royal Commission in Australia

over 30 years ago. Political timidity and ideology together with the extravagant, misguided

opposition of the anti-nuclear groups has stalled Australia's greater and totally justified involvement
in the nuclear industry. As a result, Australia has been left behind while the rest of the world has
powered ahead with rapid nuclear development. Australia MUST join in this worldwide nuclear
growth.

My final comments are summarized in the two included pieces which I have written since September

2009. The vision statement and associated map includes the steps which could/should be taken
once we have legislated for the expansion of the nuclear industry. You could usefully include it in
your recommendations as an aspirational goal for Australia over coming decades. The government
needs to be ambitious in this. We've been remiss in failing to do this years ago. If over the next 40

years this can be achieved, SA will be rightly seen as the world's clean energy capital and it will be
rescued from likely economic ruin. And EVERYBODY wants that.
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3. Establish a nuclear co-generation ppw^r/desalination plant atpp-ffear Ceduna for Olympic
Dam expansion and Eyre Peninsula v^at^r.

4.BHP Billiton to proyijel^its own power needs wijth^ bank of Small Modular Reactors
an appropriate sizecj/krfger unit, on site, at OlympKfDam.

5. A n^aj&r port and industry expaQsi^n at Whyalla with uranium ei
andjM(€lear fuel assemblies maniiferfture.
6. Replacement of.

Port Augusta coat fired po^ytff station with a suitably sized.

power reactor.

I conclufteifby affirming that were we^clo all of the above over cpmfhg decades, South Australia
wetfld become the "clean energy^apital of the world."
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so, I noted that world primary energy supply is mostly fossil fuels [coal, oil and gas], all of which emit
C02. Between 2000 and 2010, world fossil fuel use had grown by 28% and future growth was likely.
The Copenhagen Accord called for global emissions reduction of 80% by 2050. Australia and most
other countries have a target well below that figure. Whatever the internationally agreed target

[nations may now choose their own target following Paris COP21 this year], it seems to me unlikely
to reduce the use of carbon by that figure over a few decades by regulation that would have to be
enforceable world wide. So, what are Australia's options to replace fossil fuel energy for transport,
industry, services and electricity? 2012 figures for primary energy used for electricity generation
show the following percentage of the total.
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Of all the countless appliances for electricity, we need a base load supply to keep them all going. It
has to be continuous, reliable and adequate. The renewables, sun and wind are not suitable for base
load. They are intermittent and large scale storage is rarely possible. They require back up which
means there has to be extra generation investment to maintain supply. Base load can readily be
provided by coal, gas, hydro, geothermal and nuclear. Hydro and geothermal are not viable for
Australia, coal and gas are fossil fuels. Nuclear is the only real option for Australia.
Nuclear has been in use for over 50 years and provides supply in 32 countries. That figure will reach
50 countries within a decade. Australia is one of the few developed nations not using it and we are
the only G20 nation without it. Why is this so? Fear and politics. Safety is seen as a major factor
against it. In fact, there has been only one accident in over 50 years of generation which caused

fatalities [Chernobyl, 26/4/1986 - about 40 deaths]. There were no radiation induced fatalities at

either Three Mile Island or Fukushima. A review by Japan's Reconstruction Agency following the
Fukushima disaster revealed:
1. Stresses of personal involvement in evacuation management and clean up have emerged as the

biggest factors in ill health.
2. The mental and physical burden of forced removal caused 34 deaths, mostly in the elderly.
3.1916 people from the Fukushima, Iwate and Mujagi prefectures died during evacuation from
areas hit by the tsunamis and earthquake.
4.19,000 died at the hands of the tsunamis.
The death toll due to the nuclear accident and radiation exposure was zero. But stress and
disruption due to continuing evacuation remains high.
The nuclear safety record is impressive and nuclear is the safest means of base load electricity
generation. Coal causes thousands of deaths annually. Gas explosions have killed hundreds. Dam
failures have killed thousands. Nuclear is cost competitive with other forms of generation and
environmentally it requires small land areas, there are no fuel piles or ash dumps, no emissions
during generation and the fuel inventory and used fuel are stored within the power stations. The
waste can be handled in two ways. It can and is currently being reprocessed which gives a greater
energy payback from the original uranium fuel or it can go into terminal storage as noted previously.

Although Australia's involvement in the nuclear industry dates back to the late 50's [HIFAR reactor
established in 1958], we have squandered one nuclear development opportunity after another, all

brought about by the irresponsible fear mongering of the anti nuclear ideologues and the timidity
and ideology of our politicians. A quick look at some of Australia's nuclear history should cause us
to hang our heads in shame.
1. From 1962 -1982, research at Lucas Heights was headed by the late Dr. Keith Alder and all of the
researchers' efforts were directed at the peaceful uses of atomic energy. Alder and his fellow
researchers worked on nuclear power and uranium and the nuclear fuel cycle.

2. Australia had a permanent seat on the Board of Governors [Sir Phillip Baxterjofthe International
Nuclear Energy Association.
3. In the 70's, efforts were made to introduce nuclear power with work done on heavy water reactor
technology and enrichment studies.

4. In 1969 a feasibility study for a SOOMWe at Jervis Bay was conducted. That was canned by the
McMahon government.
5. We worked with France, Germany and Japan in the 70's on uranium enrichment. The government
curtailed that and those countries abandoned us.
G.The AAEC continued successful work on gas centrifuge technology until that was sent belly up by
the government.

7. tn 1981 a study for a conversion plant to make UF6 at Port Pirie was mounted. That was canned by
the Labor government. And all other development was scaled down except for the development of
Synroc, a now widely used technology around the world and developed by the late Professor Ted
Ringwood.

All of the above and more that I've not mentioned, should have been vital in setting up an Australian
uranium processing industry.
What have we done instead? We've closed down and destroyed our own know-how, all research
and development on uranium enrichment and all aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle and all because of

political ideology. And all of this in the country with at least 30% of the known world uranium
reserves. And we're the "clever country." More like the "negligent, the irresponsible, indeed, the
stupid country." We've thrown away one opportunity after another in the past. But the
opportunities remain if we've got the good sense to take advantage of our two main bargaining
points, our enormous uranium reserves and our world's best nuclear waste disposal site. This brings
us to the obvious question. "Should we develop nuclear power in Australia?"
If we're concerned about C02 emissions, nuclear is the only available option to replace carbon for
base load. But, there's still no bipartisan support for nuclear in Australia. There's much
misinformation, perceived political risk and no serious discussion since the Howard government's
reports. It's to be hoped that the South Australian Royal Commission into the nuclear industry will
initiate discussion, agreement and future pro nuclear legislation between the major parties. But,
whatever happens, the question for our politicians and everyone else must surely be," Why are 32
countries continuing to generate 12% of the world's electricity in 436 reactors? Those countries and

17 others are currently building 70 reactors, 174 reactors have been firmly planned and 301
proposed for the future? These are World Nuclear Association, April 2015 figures. I believe we
should add Australia to the list of nuclear countries and we need urgently, bipartisan support from
the Coalition and Labor. And once we have declared for nuclear, we must expedite the following:
1. Remove all of the legal prohibitions against nuclear power.
2. Establish a regulatory framework.
3. Master the technology.
4. Plan at least one unit.

5.Offer the world the Officer Basin site for the disposal of high level nuclear waste.
If we don't plan a reactor in the next 10 years, Australia will be rightly regarded as technologically
backward and irrelevant.
A final word: The world is going increasingly nuclear, and at pace [see above]. Australia [South
Australia], has the world's largest uranium reserves, mostly at Olympic Dam and the world's best
high level nuclear waste disposal site, the Officer Basin. Olympic Dam uranium used in IFR's has the
potential to power the entire planet, emissions-free for thousands of years. The development of the

full nuclear fuel cycle, commencing with the building of an international high level nuclear waste

repository in South Australia over coming decades, is a no brainer. With the recently signed China

Free Trade agreement, it is likely that China, who plan to build another 200 nuclear reactors by 2050
will be a/ the major buyer of our uranium products. In my opinion, after the Federal Government has

legislated for nuclear, the development of the full nuclear fuel cycle should be initiated/|15yfhe
South Australian state government in co operation with BHP Bitliton and the Chinese government
and China's nuclear industry. We should get the ball rolling soon and so, the state and/or federal
government should invite a delegation, composed of representatives of the International Atomic

Energy Agency, the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission [Chairman Mr. Stephen Giles] and the
Chinese Nuclear Industry, to investigate the development of an international high level nuclear

waste disposal site in the Officer Basin. All of this development over coming decades, will help
rescue South Australia from further crippling economic decline. And EVERYONE wants that.

Terry Krieg is a retired secondary school deputy principal and geology/geography teacher. He has
been an advocate of nuclear power for Australia since 1998 having converted from anti to pro
nuclear in 1981 while on teacher exchange in Toronto, Canada.

